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Ecosystem-Based Integrated Coastal Zone Management (EB-ICZM)

an approach that goes beyond examining single issues, species, or ecosystem functions in isolation.
Instead it recognizes ecological systems for what they are: a rich mix of elements that interact with each
other in important ways



Ecosystem-Based Integrated Coastal Zone Management (EB-ICZM)

effectively applying EB-ICZM application can be highly demanding for the planning team:

requires intense and continuous efforts to
coordinate management actions across a wide
array of sectors

harmonization of stakeholders’ different 
viewpoints in multi-sector management planning 
processes may often bring conflicts

extensive data collection and the handling of 
large datasets can be a challenging task 42,25
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MED4EBM EB-ICZM-DSS: the PROGE-ISP

a software package,
linked to spatial and
tabular databases, to
support the analysis of
relevant ecological data
and the preparation of
synoptic reports

MED4EBM has therefore introduced innovative methods and tools to in four target areas in the 
Mediterranean and the Red Sea:

an operational protocol for the
execution of multi-disciplinary
ecosystem-based environmental
assessments
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PROGES-ISP: key methods and tools

Method: Ecosystem context
analysis

Synthesize scientific, institutional and civil society stakeholders’
contribution to model ecosystem structure, functioning and
services provision.

Handle, browse, and analyse a diverse array of large datasets in
real time.

Stakeholders and planning team identify triggers and targets
for action.

Tool: Quick report drafting
Monitor programs' performance in real time and draft simple but
complete reporting material.

Tool: Context-specific data
analysis

Method: System cause effect
analysis



Ecosystem Context Analysis

a sequential three stage analytical process

conceptual:  system matrixes

qualitative-structural: system diagramquantitative-structural: system-diagram &  indicators

biological, environmental and socio-economic 
systems at the basis of the EBM of a given 
spatial domain



Context-specific data analysis



System cause effect analysis



Quick report drafting



MED4EBM induced changes 

Output / Result: clear and shared EB-ICZM 
structural model (system diagram)

Outcome / Change: shared management vision; 
reduced potentials for conflicts 



MED4EBM induced changes 

Output / Result: EB-ICZM-DSS Outcome / Change: evidence-based analysis and 
decision making 



MED4EBM induced changes 

Output / Result: EB-ICZM-DSS Outcome / Change: real-time analysis of diverse 
arrays of large datasets, effective stakeholders 
involvement in decision making 

Next slide





MED4EBM induced changes 

Output / Result: EB-ICZM Governance Protocols Outcome / Change: actual and effective changes 
in land and sea sustainable development 
dynamics

In the longer run: due to delayed and ineffective 
fund disbursement by ENI CBC MED MED4EBM 
lost one year of time allocation toward 
mainstreaming governance protocols in the four 
target areas

N.

Component Direct Interaction with other components

Management options/Governance
Protocols

Name Quantitative analysis Related
Componen
t

Component quantitative
analysis

Description of the interaction
between components

1 [Olive
groves
(Id=122)]

The indicator in the ISP is the
production (tons/year), for
each delegation.

Fluctuations in terms of
productions are linked with
the rainfall regime and other
factors, such as salinity of the
natural water resources.

Ghraiba has not system of
irrigation, the olive groves are
watered only by rains.

Because the rainfall is not
enough, they use water
extracted from wells to irrigate
the olive trees. They irrigate
the olive groves with the well
water, despite the fact that the
quality of water is not good
because the high salinity. This
practice needs management
because the wells are illegal.

(….)

[Rainfall
(Id=224)]

(...) The data (average mm
rainfall per month) in the ISP
are between 2000 and 2019.

The rainfalls affect the olive
production.

Once all the available data are
entered, it is necessary
verifying if there is a direct
correlation between the olive
production and the rainfall for
each year. Check water stress
index for olive tree. Olive
production depends on
rainfall: If there are rains
every year, with good
maintenance of the olive trees
and early harvesting, a good
annual production can be
achieved. However, farmers in
this region are convinced that
the olive tree produces once
in two years.

1) Legalise and monitoring the wells

2) Desalination of well waters

3) Subsidies to provide equipment
for the proper management of the
wells and desalination water

4) Investigate if there are other
options (see articles)

5) Subsidies for the renewal of old
olive trees



MED4EBM application cases

the following presentations of this session will provide details on how these methods and tools have been
applied to establish EB-ICZM decision support systems and governance protocols in the four MED4EBM
target areas
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